EDITO

First Labex TULIP newsletter, it is primarily intended to inform you of the major scientific advances but also of any developments which might intervene in the story of our Labex. This ambitious project, made possible by the ANR "French Stimulus Initiative", now enters a full phase of production: after the distribution of some funds to support TULIP "core" projects, five others "innovative" projects were selected on April by an International Board. Moreover, two recent high quality researchers joined us.

But all these efforts would be useless without the cooperation of all research's stakeholder, whether researchers, professors, engineers and students (Doc and Postdoc) of our two communities, ecologists and biologists. To address current issues in order to create a real synergy, TULIP has opted to bring together, through common goals, these different but complementary profiles... That's why we need the involvement of all.

D.Roby & E.Danchin

A famous name for TULIP

Before stopping in Ariège, Michel Loreau, a great name of ecology dragged up in many corners of the world, inventorying relentlessly species or trying to understand ecosystem functioning while remaining an activist for biodiversity. His research focuses more specifically on gathering disjoint fields: ecosystems functioning, community organization and evolution of species. After his thesis in Brussels and a position at the Pierre et Marie Curie University then at the McGill one, he will now keep on working in Moulis, on behalf of the Experimental Station of Ecology (SEEM). He came here with his team thanks to the Midi-Pyrenees Regional Council, CNRS and TULIP LabEx. More information >>>

Did you say TULIP?

The website of Labex TULIP is now available online in two different languages: french or english. The first is reserved for more popularized content, as the second one, the most broadcast science language, tackles the same subjects with more advanced approaches. For any comments, please contact Gaël Esteve >>>

Summer School – few days left to apply

Registrations for the first Labex TULIP summer school entitled “Biotic Interactions: from genes to ecosystems”, 27-31 August, aren’t yet closed… few days left to apply! Students from Master to post-doc are concerned by this event and preprogramme is now available on the TULIP website. This event will take place in the French Pyrenees in a grandiose scenery at the foot of the Pic du Midi de Bigorre. In this immersive training selected students will meet international and local researchers, work on practical cases… Information & Application form >>>
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